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Abstract

When outdoor recreational activities are restricted, where can we
find solitude, exploration and self-reliance? Endangered Experiences
in Nature is a project that creates disruptive scenarios to question
the relationship we have now with landscapes. A forecast in which
stargazing is replaced by watching cyborg fireflies in the sky, food
is genetically engineered and getting lost can only happen with the
aid of special devices.
The thesis uses the tools of experience design and future studies to
explore the meanings and values of nature. I analyze the
experiential perspective of access to nature and outdoor recreation
by focusing on experiences that will likely become inaccessible in
the near future. This thesis is not about preservation but stands
aspiring for recreating values humans got until now from the close
relationship with natural settings. In doing so, I aspire to
generate new experiences. My work therefore focuses not on what
nature is but what it means to perceive something as being natural,
wild, unexplored, in an age where every part of nature has been
explored and exploited. My original contribution focuses on using
nostalgia as an active method to create new relationships with our
environment. Certain things will need to be “artificial” in order to
achieve “real” experiences.
The project will focus on three scenarios placed in the near future
(2040). Each case study extrapolates on a particular endangered
experience in wilderness (solitude, exploration and self-reliance)
and is set in 3 distinct landscapes located in The Netherlands,
Sweden and Romania. By doing so, I touch upon different cultural and
natural influences on my design process. All scenarios encompass
artificial (engineered) surrogates that question the inaccessibility
to experiences in natural landscapes. With the goal to create
counter-experiences in the future and therefore formulate a new way
to deal with our relationship with nature conceptually and
physically.
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Research Questions
How can experience design be used as way of envisioning for creating
a tangible communication of future experiences of nature?
What is the role of the experience designer in creating possible
futures outside the probable realm?
Keywords
backcasting, biotechnology, design fiction, endangered experience,
experience design, future forecasting, innovation, nanotechnology,
nostalgia, outdoor, tourism, wilderness.

Considerations
Given my background in industrial design, I wanted to research while
creating artifacts for specific settings and make decisions by
gaining critical awareness of the particular cases experiences can
happen. Partly because of this, and because wilderness has been
studied from such a wide range of disciplines and theoretical
perspectives, the theoretical approach chosen for this particular
study was deliberately open from the start. This exploratory
approach also had a major influence on my choice of methods
(discussed in detail in Chapter 3)
When exploring the values of being in nature, I will not discuss in
depth our genetic programming and health benefits as the reason to
spend time in the great outdoors, but mainly focus on nostalgic
reasons and how cultural values could change over time. Besides the
retro aspect of longing for a primeval or pre-industrial experience,
there are some unique qualities of an experience in natural areas
that are currently missing in experiences provided by the build
environment of cities and suburbs.
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Terminology and definitions
Certain terms are used frequently throughout this thesis and require
definition:
Endangered experiences – experiences that likely to become
inaccessible in the near future.
Nature – understood as wilderness, any environment where human
influences are not discernible and in which natural processes are
left free reign, ‘a pristine and unmodified natural setting’.1
Nostalgia for nature - what drives the contemporary urban citizen to
natural experiences. The concept is associated with the theoretical
concept of biophilia, the human desire to connect with nature that
stems from an innate knowledge that nature enables people to develop
their intellectual and spiritual capacities.2
Experience design - envisioned as an archaeological tool for
excavating and recreating endangered/ extinct experiences in the
future. It is in this area that I find experience design to have
relevance as a field, where there would be a need to re-experience
qualities of inaccessible experiences.

1

Shafer, C & Hammitt, W. ´Purism revisited – specifying recreational conditions of
concern according to resource intent´, International Journal of Wilderness no. 3, 1995, p. 10-15.
2
Kellert, S., & Wilson, E. ‘The Biophilia Hypothesis’. Washington DC: Island Press / Shearwater Books, 1993, p. 31
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Chapter 1
Being in Nature

1.1 Introduction
I started my research from the general theme of human relationship
to nature. In this chapter I will define the core values that make
us humans so fascinated with nature. Most literature written now
stands as an advocate for nature protection. My interest being in
the perception of nature and defining endangered experiences, I will
keep an open mind with interpreting the qualities of these
experiences. With the risk of touching upon rather controversial
areas such as the growing human influence on land use, ecosystems,
biodiversity and species extinction.
1.2. Experience Design and Endangered Experiences
When I approach experience design as a field, I concentrate on its
evolution in the future, in parallel with the evolution of
technologies. I find my interest in using this emergent design field
as future archaeology of endangered experience today – how can
experiences be designed when they are not possible to experience
naturally anymore?
In my paper I will use current methods applied to the experience
design field to envision the practice in the future, where it would
be more concentrated on recreating extinct experiences as an
interface towards society at large. That makes me think about what
would that entail for the practice now? What does it need more?
During one of my travels from Sweden to Romania, I was waiting for
my connecting flight in the Prague airport. On my walk from one
terminal to another, I bumped into a very peculiar object: a small
version of Charles Bridge probably meant to be enjoyed by anyone who
didn’t had time to walk on the real bridge which exists downtown.
Even though I found it to be extremely kitsch in realisation and
didn’t relate in any way to the real experience of walking on the
original bridge, I was intrigued by this artefacts mere existence,
ambitious to offer an alternative to an apparently irreplaceable
experience. Since then, I got interested in what could entail an
approach that would successfully manage to achieve the ambition of
taking an existing experience and recreate it with different means,
even in a different timeframe.
7

Fig. 1 Charles Bridge – Tim Ebbers

In the particular context of experiences in nature and envisioning
their future, experience design gives me the opportunity to provoke,
experiment and reveal alternatives, with the aim of transcending
accepted paradigms. It makes it worthwhile for me as an experience
designer to suggest solutions, services and systems that question
the way we relate and will relate to our environment and what kind
of values could experience design help recreate.
Projects like Arctic Opening (2010) by fabric question our relation
to nature and ways of recreating natural events in other parts of
the world. For the project, the artists placed an artificial light
in the Mediterranean landscape. This would reproduce the light of
the sun during arctic summer. Campers thus could experience a neversetting sun in a location where this could not naturally happen.3

3

Fabric, Arctic Openings, 2010 http://www.fabric.ch/pdf/43_arctic_opening_m.pdf 15032014.
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1.3. Nature Now
From a scientific point of view, nature definitely does not exist.
According to Paul Crutzen we are now on the threshold of a new era
called Anthropocene – where humanity is not only one of the living
species on the planet, but it’s becoming a geological factor4. I’m
thinking about the artificial lakes constructed in the recent years,
like Buskojezero lake in Bosnia and Herzegovina with a surface
around 57,7 sq kilometres, or the already standard custom of
building artificial islands, like the Osaka International Airport,
erected on 10 sq kilometres of man-made land. Therefore the image on
nature that we spontaneously accept is a subjective construction,
where we call artificial what does not rely to us.
Wilderness is typically seen today as a place where individuals can
travel alone or in small groups, to places where they will be at the
mercy of nature. Where they can challenge themselves mentally and
physically, whilst also escaping from everyday life and rejuvenating
the mind and soul.
The first thing I claim with this paper is that we should accept our
future alienation from nature. Science and technology, though the
cause of nature disappearance, they are also a big part of the
solution. As I will expand later in my methodology, I see technology
as something that will be part of us more and more; the challenge is
using it with a focus on creating meaningful experiences in relation
to intrinsic human values.
The second claim is that being in contact with nature can no longer
be taken for granted. In today’s urban environments, people
interactions with wild nature are restricted mainly by preservation
legislations. At the same time, I believe that the growing distance
between people and nature will cause an increase in positive
attitude towards wilderness5, what I will term in the next chapter as
nostalgia for nature.
My research will therefore concentrate on the manifestation of
nature in perceptual experience, known as a phenomenal experience6 by that I simply mean how nature seems to us rather than how nature
is in its physical manifestation. The key assumption underlying this
work is that in the near future nature will exist only as a
subjective concept. In this setting, my project finds relevance for
designing new relationships with nature.
Artists have approached the subjectivity of nature in their
projects. High Arctic by United Visual Artists is set in 2100AD
4

Zalasiewicz, Jan, "Are we now living in the Anthropocene?". GSA Today 18 (2), 2008, p. 4–8.

5

Rudzitis, G. & Johansen, H. ‘How important is wilderness? Results from a United States survey’, Environmental
Management, no. 15, 1991, pp. 227-233. Thacker, 1983.
6
Peschard, I. Heat, Temperature and Phenomenal Concepts (MIT Press: Cambridge, 2008).
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where the exhibition is a monument to an Arctic past which invites
the visitor to think about human impact in the Arctic region and
contemplate its fragility, its beauty, and its scale.7 The aspect
that I will take away from this project is the use of different
media to communicate an abstract future scenario to an audience.
Ghostfood is a project by Miriam Sium that urges people to reflect
upon human consequences in nature. The makers of Ghostfood created a
device that lets you taste extinct food, like cod, peanut butter and
chocolate, to experience eating in a future of biodiversity loss
brought on by climate change.8 This project has two goals in common
with what I am focusing on in the thesis. Indexing which experiences
will become inaccessible in the near future. Not to preserve, but
create surrogate experiences that contain qualities that humans got
until now from the close relationship with natural settings.

7
8

United Visual Artists, High Arctic, 2011 http://uva.co.uk/work/high-arctic 15042014.
Simun, M. Ghostfood, 2013 http://www.miriamsimun.com/ghostfood/ 15042014.
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Chapter 2
Endangered experiences in nature

2.1 Considerations
My primary aim when doing this research was to understand the
various meanings that nature (wilderness) has to different people.
Despite the apparent diversity of Wilderness perceptions amongst
individuals and groups, wilderness perception research has shown
that people across a variety of Western societies and cultures tend
to share similar views about the fundamental character of
wilderness.9 Wilderness is a place of redemption, contemplation and
reflection; a place to be alone or with small group, where nature
dominates; a place to get away from ‘normal’ life; a place which
provides a contrast to everyday life; a place of reflection and
thought; a place of challenge and danger where people must overcome
difficulties through personal skills, strength and determination; a
place that pushes people to their limits, and in doing so, prepares
them for challenges in everyday life.
Another important conclusion drawn from these studies suggest that
many people’s needs for wilderness can be satisfied in modified
environments, and that very few wilderness recreationists actually
require a completely pristine, unmodified natural area to satisfy
them.10 This implies that, through careful information provision,
this experience could be possible to be directed in a variety of
more artificial settings.
Hundreds of thousands of people every day visit wilderness areas
throughout the world, hoping to experience values such as peace,
solitude, remoteness and close contact with nature. Ironically,
however, the more people who visit these areas, the less likely it
is that they will have the experiences they seek.11
I look at experiences in nature in terms of packages of specific
psychological outcomes which are realized through being in nature. I
will next expand on 3 key factors that motivates individuals to
visit wilderness. These represent present endangered experiences in

9

Shultis, J. ‘The Duality of wilderness: Comparing popular and political conceptions of
wilderness in New Zealand’, Society and Natural Resources 12(5), 1999, p. 1-16.
10
Wray, K.A. The culture of the wild: An exploration of the meanings and values associated with wilderness recreation in
New Zealand (Lincoln University: Lincoln, 2009).
11
Cole, D. ‘Soul of the Wilderness: Natural, Wild, Uncrowded, or Free?’ International
Journal of Wilderness, no. 6(2), 2000, pp. 5-8.
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nature. In Chapter 4, I will use these experiences to create visions
for the future.

2.2. Experience of Solitude
“Only by going alone in silence, without baggage, can one truly get
into the heart of the wilderness. All other travel is mere dust and
hotels and baggage and chatter.” - John Muir12

Solitude is a long-recognized primary motive for being in nature,
where “the waste landscape becomes the site of value because one can
make it a peopled solitude, anthropomorphizing rocks and stones and
trees, without encountering the pressures of a competing
consciousness.“ 13 In comparison with the general definition of
solitude as ‘the state of being alone’(Oxford English Dictionary
2006)14, wilderness solitude is a more complex psychological concept
focusing more about being ‘alone together’, experiencing intimacy
within social groups, and feeling free from the observations and
obligations of society.15 Hammitt realized a survey of 184
Appalachian Trail hikers in Great Smoky Mountains National Park from
which they concluded that the essence of wilderness solitude
involved being in a remote natural environment free of humangenerated intrusions, where people had freedom over their own time
and actions, as well as control over everyday pressures and
attention loads. Outdoor recreation and wilderness users report that
solitude is often a primary motive for visiting, and the encountered
literature suggests that solitude is an important factor in the
quality of their experience.16
Nowadays, accessibility and choice for experiencing solitude is very
rare. Most people live now in an urban setting where chances in
nonhuman agents of landscapes are very hard to notice. For example,
while in the Netherlands urban setting, it takes a considerable
effort for me to find a spot that provides opportunity to hear the
more subtle sounds of nature. The urban environment generates so
much sound pollution (from highways or jet engines) that any kind of
subtle sound like a bird singing or an insect buzzing is swallowed
in the machinery of the city. In urban settings we are
experientially alienated from ecosystems.

12

Muir, J. John Muir: His Life and Letters and Other Writings (The mountaineers books: Seattle, 1996) p. 301.
Ferguson, F. Solitude and the sublime : romanticism and the aeasthetics of individuation (Routeledge: New York, 1992).
14
Oxford dictionary, Solitude,http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/solitude?q=solitude 20032014.
15
Hammitt, W & Madden, M . Cognitive dimensions of wilderness privacy: A field test
and further explanation (Leisure Sciences, 1989) p. 293-301.
16
Long, C. More, T.A. Averill, J.R. The subjective experience of solitude (Northeastern Recreation symposium: Cooperstown,
2006).
13
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Listening to non-human generated soundscapes, camping in wilderness,
seeing the Milky Way, making a campfire – all are endangered
experiences of solitude. The quality that makes them unique is the
sense of alienation from civilization, not being influenced by the
networked society. By regularly participating in contemplation in a
natural setting we can perceive ourselves to be biological beings in
a living world. This will be an important factor in envisioning new
activities in the future. As Robert Kull explains why we need make
the experience of solitude accessible, for the force to change our
patterns:
”The felt experience of belonging to the ecosphere is
psychologically and spiritually healing and may have profound
implications for changing our patterns of behavior. Along with
economic and legislative solutions, we need inner
transformation. Solitude evokes the spacious wonder of living
2.3. Experience of Exploration
All throughout our history, humanity has always had the urge to
explore, curiosity helped us get to where we are today. Nowadays
there is almost no practical reason to take an expedition - no
nations pride, no new discoveries, claiming of land and resources or
science discoveries. Its more common now for explorations to have a
spiritual meaning, I’m referring here to expeditions of selfdiscovery.
Exploration is driven by curiosity, a thirst or desire for
knowledge. For outdoor recreation, the urge for knowledge is not the
main goal, exploration in this case being a sensation seeking
activity, which means "the seeking of varied, novel, complex and
intense sensations and experiences, and the willingness to take
physical, social, legal, and financial risks for the sake of such
experiences."17 For an activity to be perceived as risk-taking,
certain uncertainties should exist. The difference between some risk
taking activities such as bungee jumping, a ride in a rollercoaster
and skating on natural ice or cross country skiing is that the last
two activities have no guarantees and planning for safety. If you
test the ice you have to rely on your skill set rather than on
external planning, to take the leap and go on the ice. On the other
side, a rollercoaster ride doesn’t pose any kind of real risk, every
aspect has been calculated to be safe for your body. Relying on your
own judgment while pursuing sensation and taking risks is a central
aspect of endangered explorative experiences in nature and this is
the value I seek to recreate in my project.

17

Zuckerman, M. Behavioral Expressions and Biosocial Bases of Sensation Seeking (Cambridge University Press: New York,
1994).
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An important characteristic of exploration is the feeling of
novelty. Traces, paths and trails of others before you makes the
exploration less unique. This depends very much on the surfaces in
the environment. Natural elements such as snow, moving sand and
vegetation can cover up traces. Because people cannot leave any
visible trail on water, rowing a boat on a river feels strongly like
an exploration. In the case of snow an off-piste skiing or
snowboarding activity can be a unique experience, what happens is
you feel you’re setting a ‘first track’ in the snow. Because of
global warming phenomenon, snow/ ice becomes more rare every winter
in multiple regions in Europe, this endangers the unique experience
of setting a first track or skating on pristine unspoiled ice.
Dynamics of these natural phenomena covering up human tracks
generate the sensation of unique exploration.
2.4. Experience of Self-reliance
In the traditional wilderness concept, the presence of humans and
human intervention is excluded.18 This approach creates debates when
it comes to policy making in Europe, where ecosystems and
biodiversity are central. Historically speaking, humans are part of
nature and from nature we take our resources. Fishing, picking
fruits and mushroom, hunting, fetching water from natural streams –
these are all activities that imply gathering resources from the
natural environment. Starting the 21st century, resources from purely
natural areas in Europe are not open to public access. The access to
these activities had to be regulated to create a sustainable
ecosystem. However the argument here is that it should not be
prohibited. In most European countries policies and regulations are
very strict on hunting and gathering activities, which make these
experiences less accessible. Natural areas become museums of prehistoric and pre-industrial times, to make sure that there is a
certain amount of biodiversity and cultural aesthetic value for
future generations to come.
Landscape as the provider of food gives people the sensation of
being totally reliant on one’s own skills and resources, not
depending on constructed systems to survive. That is the core value
of hunting and gathering experiences. In a natural area, mundane
daily tasks as getting water become a challenge. Decisions carry
more weight. When secluded from quick access to civilization, a poor
decision can have real physical consequences, and with that, have
the satisfaction of relying on your own skills.
If decisions are an integral part of the food providing experiences,
regulations are a threat to these experiences. Living directly from
18

Gray, A.M. The Traditional Wilderness Conception, Postmodern cultural constructionism and the importance of physical
environments (Bowling Green State University: Bowling, 2005).
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natural resources has a nostalgic value, connecting people through
many generations, to pre-industrial, pre-agrarian history. If lack
of resources is the main problem in interdicting this activity, I
will challenge in the envisioning the future chapter the possibility
of designing biology for aiding the experience of hunting and
gathering.

15

Chapter 3
Approach and methods

3.1 Introduction
In order to investigate the first focus of this thesis I used
personal research diaries and a variety of secondary data sources.
This chapter introduces the approaches I use in my study, describes
these methods, and describes why they were chosen. The last section
outlines the limitations of the method and the ethical
considerations respectively.
3.2 Existing research
The theoretical part of my research is based on existing research
mainly from behavioural psychology papers and studies on wilderness
perception. I found it much useful to base my very open proposals on
thorough research on nature perception concepts. Wray’s research on
the culture of the wild19 had an important influence in chosing the
endangered experiences to explore.
3.3 Methodological approach
Since experience design or many other emerging practices lack the
richness of literature or the historical body of work to base
critical studies on, I have analyzed various methods from future
studies methodology, which will be referred in section 4 of this
chapter. Although these proved very useful for structuring my
thinking process, I did not want to let go of a more imaginative and
artistic approach to imagining possible futures. As a result, my
approach aspires to fuse these two options, what can be called
Design Exploration, where I accept pluralism of values and
interests, not targeted towards “universal rational”, but towards
some regulating ideas emphasizing the practice of experience design,
without necessarily seeking a consensus.
The qualitative approach
My process involved learning more about people’s perceptions of
wilderness. Current ethnographic methods of user research proved too
overwhelming to use, more hampering inspiration instead of
presenting me with new opportunities. Therefore my data came from
existing qualitative research in wilderness perception I value as
expert views, coupled with my own experience travelling to different
locations and keeping an open year to people’s stories, aiming at

19

Wray, K.A. The culture of the wild: An exploration of the meanings and values associated with wilderness recreation in
New Zealand (Lincoln University: Lincoln, 2009).
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every step to improve my understanding of what the outdoors could
mean to people that would lead me to new ways to relate to nature.
The case-study approach
In December 2013 I created a small map that enlisted the best spots
to see the night sky in Stockholm. These maps were sold at the
Konstfack Christmas market. By selling information what are the best
urban areas with less light pollution, it was a small test to see
how much people were interested in this information. The general
conversations were quite positive, but people are reluctant to buy
information, when everything is available free digitally. Most the
maps were sold as presents for others.

Fig 2. Stockholm stargazing spots – Tim Ebbers
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Materiality
Talking about Materiality D. Norman Gives the argument for me why
not only products, but also experiences and exhibitions should be
tangible:
“Tangibility - Physical feel matters. We are, after all,
biological creatures, with physical bodies, arms, and legs. A
huge amount of the brain is taken up by the sensory systems,
continually probing and interacting with the environment. The
best of products make full use of this interaction.” 20
A significant part of my research is exploring materiality in an
experiential way, looking for technologies that provide the rich
power of interaction without the disruption. I am interested in what
permits us to interact with others reliably, or to keep tight the
bonds between us and our family, friends, and colleagues.
In this frame, proposals are shaped so that physical encounter with
the world happens, which involves one’s body, particular, situated.
3.4 Methods used in this study
The disciplines or areas that are intended to contribute include
futures studies and interaction design which are by themselves
interdisciplinary practices. I further expand my own specific use
and interpretation of the methodologies I apply in my research.
Future studies
The area of future studies mostly covers methods from a social
science and economics oriented discipline, such as listing driving
forces, plotting scenarios and trends in a two axis matrix, thinking
with personas, and similar analytical tools. My challenge eventually
was to carry it across to experience design practice. My scenarios
will be designed to be “objectively subjective” frameworks to help
to extrapolate the intended experience. H. Simon explains why design
could help science on this aspect, due the different nature of the
field.

“natural sciences are concerned with how things are (…) design,
on the other hand, is concerned with how things ought to be(…)”
21

-

Herbert Simon

20

Norman, D.A. Emotional Design (Basic Book: New York, 2005). P. 160

21

Simon, H.A. The architecture of complexity. In The sciences of the artificial (MIT Press: Cambridge, 1969) P. 114
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It is very exciting for a designer to be put in the situation where
he needs to imagine the possibility for a future to happen and react
on it now. It is even more interesting to use the imminent future to
question human experiences in the present, known as the back-casting
method. The intention is to be slightly more detached from current
beliefs and trends in both the scientific and the public realm,
therefore it is more solution driven than problem driven. The
problem is the communication with people who are not policy-makers
or planners, this reflects back to the importance of materiality to
engage people:
“To engage people in the development of an image of the future,
or for disseminating results, the content of a backcasting
study must be represented in a way that makes it interesting
and accessible for the intended target groups. However, while
backcasting scenarios can be used to provide exactly the kind
of explicit and bigger picture vision of a sustainable society
lacking in design, the scenarios produced are often too macroscaled, quantitative and abstract to communicate with people
who are not policy-makers or planners” 22

In the project Transdisciplinary Studio, Caregiving within
Healthcare; The Future of Death I used different trend mapping
methods. Methods as the future wheel and making a matrix with two
axes creating 4 different scenarios. These scenarios were focused
around the notion of transcendence and different rituals that dealt
with the transition from living to being death. It was very
challenging to create intricate scenarios from the ground up,
materialize and communicate them. Therefore in this project I chose
to use existing scenarios and forecasted trends, which will then are
selected to support the argumentation of the 3 different future
concepts.
Nostalgia as method for design innovation
The contemporary view of nostalgia for nature arises an
interpretation of nature, which appeared during the late 18th century
and is reflected non-interventionist projects (an ecology of
preservation), a timid, merely defensive approach. I see this as an
old nostalgic ecology, which doesn’t achieve much but freezing
landscapes, territories and environments. I propose that nostalgia
should actually be made into a force, a design method, which Koert
van Mensfoort argues for:

22

Ilstedt, S. Wangel, J. Designing Sustainable Futures (Nordic Design Research Conference 2013, CopenhagenMalmö, 2013) P. 3.
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“by not simply deploying the nostalgic longing reactively, but
indeed proactively: nostalgia as a strategy by which to make
the strangeness of new technology understandable” 23
Innovative nostalgia expresses a desire to reconnect with something
essential that appears to be missing from our lives, an authenticity
that looks and feels real. Which traditional human experience can
you update and bring to life with new technologies? How can you make
your users experience full of longing? These are questions central
to my decision making process.
According to Tim Leberecht in an article for Fast Company these

innovations roughly fall into three categories:
1. Innovations
the past to
2. Innovations
3. Innovations

24

that authentically mimic a product or experience of
transport the user back into a gone era.
that use a nostalgic format to meet a new need.
that use a new format to meet an old need.

In this thesis I will use all three methods, the Dunefly scenario
mimics not a product but nature, and in a way it is a new format
that serves an old need. The Wanderer uses a combination with new
format and nostalgic materials to communicate a new need. And the
Hucho Tuna scenario uses a nostalgic format to meet a new need.

Fictional prototypes
This method aspires to carry fictional futures to the daily lives,
using technology for aiding experiential values. The area of
technology that I investigate through futures studies methods is
mainly biotechnology, a discipline that creates an accelerative
change in how we view artifacts, processes and ultimately ourselves.
In this context, nature becomes a hybrid, crossbred, humanized
conglomerate that is confused with its former enemy, technology.
I am not positioning myself completely in the science fiction genre.
Methods and approaches from both design fiction and service design
oriented brand of experience design are appropriated for the final
project.
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3.5 Limitations of the methods
I use technology for inducing new sorts of experiences. However,
designers are not technologists, usually technology is developed
before we get to design with it, therefore designers should have
their own methods in the face of technological innovation.
Reflexivity and subjectivity is a problem, I base the scenarios on
made research, but specify them based on interpretations and
subjective thoughts.
Designing for a specific audience in a general exhibition, a
challenge is to gap the bridge between the general curious visitor
and an expert in the field of outdoor activities or emerging
technologies.
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Chapter 4
Envisioning the Future

4.1 Endangered experiences and their future

In Future scenarios of commodities, some products are getting
scarcer, and therefore more valuable. For example an aged whiskey
cannot be reproduced, you will have to wait 25 years for that batch,
this makes certain whiskeys more valuable.
In the same logic but with a different focus, I conclude that also
experiences are more valuable when they are scarce. Let’s first look
at the trends that affect the existence of these experiences:
- Due to global warming, in short, every passing winter presents
smaller window of opportunity to pursue winter sports such as
ice skating on lakes and cross country skiing.25
- Stricter policy and rules make camping in the wild, creating
campfires, hunting, fishing, gathering mushrooms and forest
fruit restricted and illegal in most parts of Europe.
- Light and Sound Pollution of growing urban areas makes
listening to non-urban sounds and stargazing less accessible.26
- Constant connectivity with communication tools makes getting
lost and wandering an uncommon activity.
These activities are not influenced by only one of these factors,
because the trends are correlated. For example pollution creates
global warming which results in stricter regulations towards
creating fires. By framing endangered experiences in Europe the
restriction is not that it will become extinct in the next decades,
but just simply that these activities become more inaccessible,
especially for urban dwellers. The Benelux is a convincible future
case study for the future of less cultivated regions of Europe, as a
citizen of Brussels there is already a threshold to see the Milky
Way, which takes at least a two hour drive with a car to a rural
area.
I directed my attention at more examples of diverse activities in
natural settings that seem more and more of fragile existence and
realized there are connections in values between most of them. One
connecting value I found is the explorative, common to a lot of
25
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sports performed in the wild. An added feeling of “being part of
something grand” or “be in touch with your surrounding” is added to
the normal sport performance.
Other activities have in common the search for solitude, that
feeling of being away from society and alone with nature, when your
senses are more acute to a blade of grass moving in the wind, or to
the symphony of colors the sun projects on the sky at sunset,
anything we don’t usually have time to pay attention to during our
busy lives.
The last connecting value, and most extinct due mainly to
agriculture being massively industrialized, is self-reliance. This
first came to my mind when I tried to think how much I would be able
to survive in nature if I needed to. I quickly realized the
protected urban environment I grew up in taught me very little about
self-reliance. Gathering food from nature is a much debated subject
nowadays and will touch upon certain aspects in the specific
chapter.

Fig 3. Exploration, Solitude and Self-Reliance – Tim Ebbers
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4.2 Solitude in the dunes of the Netherlands

“God made the world, but the Dutch created the Netherlands.”
Voltaire 18th century

27

Before the Netherlands was massively populated the first settlers
had to live in the swamps. These first settles lived on artificial
hill’s called a ‘terp’ to not get drowned in a storm flood. The
Dutch have a history in controlling nature and altering the
landscape. Over the centuries winning land back from the sea was the
one of the main objectives, thus shifting locations of the sea
border to the west.28 By creating establishments that are always
under threat of flooding there is one certainty, the negotiation
between culture and nature is always there.
The dialectic relationship with nature is part of the equilibrium
between society and the landscape. The Dutch as society moved from
negation and experiencing day to day the influence of nature to be
surrounded by second nature, the artificial world. In liberating
from nature we have become increasingly dependent on the build
environment.
This can be placed in a broader context how modern western society
interacts with technology on everyday basis, how we synthesize our
way of living. Technology creates an illusion of control, an
illusion of reality. Most of us are total dependent on the build
environment, and that the consequences in of the technology we use
are not experienced. By living in our artificial world, our
experience to changes in the climate and landscape are hidden behind
layers of technology.29
What if technology can provide to act with non-human agents, or be
non-human agents? In the future we might have a world were objects
become smarter, part of nature, evolving, reproducing. A reality
where technology and biology are mixed. In this scenario the
technology itself will help to pursue solitude, be a catalyzer for
this reflective state of mind, where technology is not covering up
consequences of societies choices, but put these up for display.
The dunes of the Netherlands as a place for contemplation. These
natural areas that are surrounded by multiple of the biggest cities.
In these cities, Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Hague, there is a great
shortage for accessibility to hike in natural areas, which resulted
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in decrease of hiking behavior from 2003-2006.30 Besides the lack of
access to go hiking in this area, observing the night sky is very
limited, in terms of seeing stars. According to Paul Bogart eight of
every ten kids born in the United States today will never experience
a dark sky enough to see the Milky Way.31 Today the most important
instrument to see the night sky is not the telescope, but the
automobile. This especially is applicable if you live in the area of
North Holland in the Netherlands.

Fig 4. The skyline of an industrial powerhouse - Rob Brink
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4.3 Scenario one: The Dunefly

It is 2040 the post-millennial or Generation Z is now between 20 and
40 years old. This is a generation that grew up surrounded by
digital screens.
In the Netherlands the digital infrastructure in 2040 is ever
present. Generation Z is always in communication, it is suspected to
always be virtually available. In 2040 wearable computers are
capable of generating and collecting data by themselves, without
human oversight.32 As an anti-movement to this always online
mentality there is a future nostalgia for times where there it was
easy to find solitude. According to Plan bureau Leefomgeving,
Transport systems in the future are focusing on a combination of car
and public transport, thus it is harder to reach deserted areas.33
The Metropolitan Markets scenario of the NL2040 report forecasts
that the Randstad Area will become an even more densely populated
area.34 In 2040, natural areas are crowded in the weekends and
interacting with only non-human agents is a rare case. The dunes of
the Netherlands are surrounded by city areas and the North Sea.
In 2020, the military contracted a Robo-insects Inc. to create a
cyborg insect that detects guerrilla forces by flying near heat
sources and lighting up. In 2025 a fire broke out in the laboratory
near The Hague, and a species of robotic flies, Photinus Arenarius
Collis, escaped. This particular species reacts to heat sources such
as fires where it charges up it bioluminescence energy. Flying
around the industry area, the robotic flies finally settled in the
dunes near the steel industry. This habitat provided all the
resources, salt and heat, to keep functioning and to reproduce. The
inhabitants around the dune area where very reluctant in the
beginning, having military technology flying around near their town,
Wijk aan Zee. In the first months the local government hired
multiple companies trying to eradicate these flies. After a few
months the population of robo-flies was still constant. Due wildlife
protection laws of the dunes the companies could use limited means
to eliminate the whole population. In this period the local
inhabitants started to recognize the positive aspects of the
behavior of the flocks of these robotic insects, nowadays called
Duneflies. These autonomous micro robots initiate behaviors
resembling flocks of birds, schools of fish, and swarms of insects.35
The Duneflies started to attract tourists to visit the dunes, which
32
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created a flourishing local tourist economy. As a visitor it is
possible to walk after sunset with a heat source, such as an oil
lamp to attract the Duneflies. Therefore the robotic insects lure
people out of their homes for a nocturnal walk in the dunes. In a
time when stargazing is limited, the situation invites for moment of
solitude, for silent contemplation. The accident with the first
generation robotic flies went out to be a local acceptance of
technology with ‘natural’ behavior.

Fig 5. The Dunefly Concept – Tim Ebbers
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4.4 Exploration around Stockholm, Sweden
At the end of the nineteenth century the majority of Swedes still
lived in the countryside and it was only after 1850 that towns
started to grow. Jumping to 2006 the population of the Stockholm
region is still growing quickly, according to the local government
the region will grow from 1.9 million inhabitants by 2006 to 2.8
million inhabitants by 2050.36
The Swedes value the right to roam free on uncultivated
land,’allemansrätten’, literary translated ‘the everyman’s right’, a
freedom granted by the constitution. The right to roam free is part
of the Swedish identity.
In general Scandinavians identify much more closely with nature than
their southern counterparts. Especially with regard to their
recreational habits where outdoor activities play an important role.
Such outdoor life with nature is greatly encouraged by the climate,
with relatively hard winters with restricted daylight and short
summers with long days.37 The definition Nature Based Tourism
according to Fredman & Lundmark (2014) is “human activities
occurring when visiting nature areas outside the person’s ordinary
neighborhood.” Nature Based Tourism is increased 83% percent from
2000 till 2012 in Sweden, in the Stockholm region there are 115 NBT
companies.38
There is still the possibility to go to areas in Sweden which are
less densely populated, but doing this from a populated area will
result in a large impact on expenditures. Traveling creates
additional costs for transportation as well for lodging, food etc.
Nature based tourism is considered as a luxury good, but outdoor
recreation close to home is often accessible at low cost.39 An
increase of population and nature based tourism creates a more use
of natural areas. Which makes it more likely to meet others doing
outdoor activities in the forest. It makes the perception of an
uncommon experience less likely because of confrontation with other
human beings and human tracks.
Beside from density of people performing outdoor activities and
leaving human tracks there is usage of communication and navigation
technologies. Using modern navigation techniques like GPS it is
almost impossible to get lost. In a study about meanings and values
associated with wilderness recreation in New Zealand by K.A. Wray
(2009) many participants the use of technology has made nature based
36
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experiences more comfortable (and arguably safer), but this was
viewed in a negative light. Several respondents had made the
decision not to take communication or navigation equipment into
wilderness. Kenny Ray explains that some of his interviewee use
vintage equipment to revive the experience of early pioneers:
“The best and most ‘authentic’ wilderness experiences were typically
described as those which used the bare minimum of equipment and most
closely resembled the wilderness explorations of the early
pioneers.” 40
-

Kerry Wray

This reflects on the wish to connect with the ‘purist’ wilderness
ideal and the desire to protect traditional wilderness values of
challenge and danger, part of the sense of exploration.

Fig 6. Swedish Spruce Forest - Nick Lott
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4.5 Scenario two: The Wanderer
In Stockholm the post-millennials have a lot in common with the
Dutch Generation. In this future scenario is focused on 2040 and
based on the Singular Super Champions Scenario from The SPREAD
lifestyles 2050 report.41 In this scenario there is an extreme
urbanization together with restricted mobility where air travel and
using cars with fossil fuels is only available for the wealthiest
people. For the Stockholm Region this means that the urbanization
creates a lot of pressure on outdoor leisure areas especially in the
weekends. Explorative outdoor activities, which include following
your own trail supporting the perception of an uncommon experience,
became less accessible. Getting out of the Stockholm area to very
little visited wilderness is a costly undertaking, because of the
increased mobility prices.
From 2023 human enhancement with nanotechnology is not supported by
the Swedish medical counsel. This judgment is based on the general
lack of support of adapting the body beyond the natural
capabilities, known as Transhumanism or the Human+ movement. This
movement proposal is to speed up natural evolution with
technological improvements on the human body.42 The general public
opinion is against this movement, but minorities choose to tinker
with their own bodies. In the 2020’s it was a very small niche, in
the 30’s the group gained more attention in Sweden. It is not
illegal to adapt your own body, but medical professionals are not
allowed to get involved with adapting healthy human tissue.
Improving human performance with nanotechnology was forbidden
because it could only be available to the elite in the first
decades. A few wealthy individuals choose to have their body adapted
in Asia, but these where done stealthily, so the symptoms would not
be recognized returning in Sweden. The possibilities till now are
muscle enhancements, integrated communication technologies and selfrepairing plastic surgery. Besides the elite, there is a cyborg
underground movement that has no reason to cover up using
nanotechnology on their bodies. These transhumanists believe in
human enhancement, and like to show it. Tattoos and piercings, using
nanotechnology, is the medium that is mainly used by this group. The
high visibility and experimental character of this nanotechnology is
embraced by young users of Generation Z.
The latest development in the cyborg community is called the
Wanderer, it is a smart foot protection tattoo. The self-repairing
nanotechnology protects the skin against cold, heat, punctures and
41
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injuries. Therefore the tattoo enables to walk barefoot. In the
Singular Super Champion scenario leisure time is mainly focused into
an opportunity to learn. This also means learning on a subconscious
level using games within the city environment. The cyborg community
created a tattoo that connects these environmental games with the
primeval nostalgia towards an experience of a barefoot exploration
in wilderness. A Tattoo that gives abstract hints which direction to
go, resulting in not following the paths and be uncertain where you
exactly are. It can be combined with traditional and new ways of
navigation, depending on what risk you are willing to take. You can
communicate the intentions to your tattoo, for example a three day
hike through an area, the technology will estimate how much distance
you can make and where are the best places to camp. The
nanotechnology gives feedback that feels like walking to a stream of
water. If it feels that the stream is flowing exactly from your back
of your feet to the front, this is the direction to go to. The
intensity of the stream gives an estimate how long it takes to get
to the final destination. The feedback is given with intervals, in
between the intervals you have to make you own decision which
direction to follow, if you go over the trails, or through the
bushes. Simulating the experience of going to an unexplored land
without a map, but a direction that guides you where you need to be.
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4.6 Self-reliance in Maramures, Romania
This case study is focused on nature based visits to the
northwestern region of Romania, The Maramures, where the land
surface is covered four-fifths by woodlands. It is home to many
villages where century old traditions are still part of daily life.
The Rodnei Mountains National Park, is a natural reserve filled with
rich diversity of flora and fauna, awarded by the biosphere status
by UNESCO.43 It is one of the most traditional regions of Romania
where lifestyle has changed little over the centuries.
Rural and agro tourism has gained attention in Romania, which is
motivated by the desire to return to nature, to be part of
traditional customs, resulting to stay in a peasant household or a
pension on the countryside. It involves more or less traditional
activities of that area, which are persevered in rural settlements
with varied folklore, original elements of ethnography and crafts.44
The last decade the emphasis in tourism industry, especially in
terms of sea and mountain tourism in Romania reveals an
overexploitation of natural resources. In such conditions an
essential part of Romanian biodiversity is threatened for
disappearance, which could cause serious harm to ecotourism.45
Historically the Maramures are home to an endangered species, the
Danube salmon. The species heavily declined over one hundred years
ago, due overfishing, pollution and fragmentation of the habitat due
dam construction. It is the biggest species of salmon and it has
been introduced in different countries. Every year it is reintroduced and it will probably cease to exist without farming
stocks.46
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Fig 7. Romania, Maramures – Joadl
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4.7 Scenario three: The Hucha Tuna
For the Maramures the focus is the same generation as the previous
two future scenarios, which are now in 2040 between 20 and 40 years
old. The scenario is based on the Local Loops scenario from SPREAD
Sustainable lifestyles 2050 report.47 In this scenario radical energy
crisis forces society to re-evaluate fundamentally the foundations
of their well-being and resource systems. In the late 2010s
Maramures region has still a big proportion of traditional
agriculture and is transferring their practice to more
industrialized farming. Growing resource prices in the 2020s created
the EU to re-define policy structures to support ‘local resource
loops’, referring to local regions that are self-sufficient in key
resources. The older generation before the millenials still
possesses the knowledge and craftsmanship that makes the region
transition from modern lifestyles back to more self-reliant
lifestyle easier. In this scenario scientific expertise still
dominates global structures. The Generation Z recognizes their
dependence on global networks, but they value local products and
culture more than the preceding generations did.
In the transition towards a localized economy and increasing
resource prices, the local community increased fishing in the Danube
for their food supply. Fishing is part of the traditional ways of
living and this was a reliable and easy way to get some extra food.
This resulted in the end that the Danube salmon (Hucho Hucho) got
extinct in this part of Romania in 2024. On a global level the
fishing of Atlantic predatory fish such as salmon and tuna was
heavily regulated to protect these species going from extinction. By
2029 it was very hard to get your hands on one of these fishes, but
there was still a wish to eat these fishes.
As an answer to overfishing of large predatory fish, the regulations
on genetically engineering fish were revised in 2035. Quickly there
was the decision made to introduce a large predatory fish in the
Maramures. The new species introduced is the Danube Saltuna (Hucho
Tuna). It is a salmon and tuna hybrid bred and set out at in the
Danube to be fished in small quantities to challenge the consumption
of large Atlantic predatory fish. By introducing a crossbreed
between the tuna and salmon the texture of the meat and taste are
unique in the world. Besides providing a particular natural resource
for humans, the Danube Saltuna provides ecosystem services
comparable to the extinct Danube salmon, creating a balance between
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predator and prey fish population.48 For the local community the
fishing experience of big fish is re-introduced that helps to
sustain the local population food supply as well as nature based
tourism.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

5.1 Discussion
The Exhibition
After the research, for the Konstfack Spring 2014 exhibition the
scenarios are represented in four main elements;
1. The perceived experience, communicated through video or a
photo.
2. A timeline of events, trends that led to the scenario and
descriptions of main events in the future.
3. Materialization of the concept, a tangible item that represents
the scenario in an artifact.
4. A small description that guides the visitor trough the events
and gives an introduction of the concept Endangered Experiences
in Nature.
The scenarios were represented as an exhibition in 2040 looking back
on recent events; the visitors are attracted by the artifact and
informed the visuals and text.

Fig 8. Exhibition overview
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Fig. 9 The Wanderer
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Fig. 10 The Hucho Tuna
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Fig. 11 The Dunefly
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The Audience
For evaluation on the opinion and reaction of the visitor it was
crucial to divide the audience into two categories, expert and
curious.

Fig. 12 Discussions with the audience
The Curious
In the last weekend of the exhibition I questioned random visitors
about their preferences for which scenario to happen in the future.
Every scenario has a different approach and controversy.
The Wanderer is about cyborgs and body modification with enhancing
technologies in combination with a bottom-up approach in society.
The Hucho Tuna represents genetically engineering and releasing
´Frankenstein´ animals in nature, from a top-down approach.
The Dunefly shows experimenting with technology to create
uncontrolled robots and possible accidents.
By showing the positive aspects of the scenarios with an objective,
reflective language, the possibility was not discussed, but the
desirability. This is one of the goals of the project, to speculate
implications of future technologies mingling with the perception of
nature.
As a simple evaluation method I questioned
likeable to least likable, in a structured
comment on what scenario they would prefer
them to create a top 3 from most desirable
the 12 respondents his was the result.
1. The Dunefly
2. The Wanderer
40

which scenario was most
conversation people could
over another. I asked
to least desirable, from

3. The Hucho Tuna
This reflected the opinions of the conversations during the whole
exhibition. From the reactions the Dunefly scenario is the most
popular. This is based on the story that technology becomes
recognized as nature, because of its behavioral and visual
similarity to insects. An important aspect because most visitors
interested in the project sympathize with the world perceived as
‘natural’.

The Expert
These general conclusions are based on a session with my third
advisor Dr. Josefin Wangel. Plus various conversations with a
friend, who is a Master of Philosophy, in phenomenology. No to
forget different teachers, engineers, and a biologist.
These were people known with different (bio) technological
possibilities and therefore already opinionated about these
subjects.
I introduced them to the different scenarios and explained what the
future can behold and how this creates surrogate experiences with
the qualities of activities in nature. After the introductions asked
their opinions how they would accept or even support these
technologies driving the scenarios. These were the questions asked:
The Wanderer:
If a part of the generation being born now, is embracing
outdoor activities and wearable technology, resulting in being
an eco-transhumanist, could you sympathize with this
subculture?
The Hucho Tuna:
Would you support using biotechnology to create new predatory
fish to secure existing species and support local food
resources?
The Dunefly:
If technology is becomes part of the local ecosystem should
there be policy to protect it?
With these questions I was not aiming to ask for a yes or no answer,
but to get more information about their opinion about possible
implications of technologies. By showing timelines, perceptions of
41

future experiences, and creating tangible artifacts, I created a
desire to wanting to experience this new reality. It showed more
information about intricate decisions within usage of different
technologies. I realized that opinionated people become more
ambivalent; changing their judgment according to different
requirements they set.

Discussion
By showing different ways that the perception of technology and
natural experiences can change I introduced the possible future
trends to the curious visitor. This can help them to make choices to
embrace certain technologies or to resist and press more on
preserving endangered experiences in nature.
What experience design can offer to the expert is exemplified by the
conversation with my third advisor Dr. Josefin Wangel. She had a
negative position towards genetically modifying technologies. During
our conversation this changed towards a possible positive attitude
of genetically engineering technologies, which is even more
controversial. Guided through the scenario of the Hucho Tuna, her
opinion was now changed from a strict no towards an attitude
allowing for change but setting boundaries.
Endangered Experiences in Nature displayed in the Konstfack context
attracted a combination of the different visitors. These I
categorized into two, to structure the conversation and to evaluate
if the exhibition evoked emotions and opinions. The usage of
nostalgic aesthetics and objective representation of futuristic
ideas induced a greater acceptance of intrusive technologies. I did
not want to advertise for the scenarios, but show that perspectives
towards nature can change. Reveal that the future is about accepting
uncontrollable forces. However we can make ethical and practical
decisions on societal and personal levels.
For the curious visitor Endangered Experiences in Nature is
introducing abstract trends into tangible scenarios. In an
interdisciplinary field the Experience Designer can bring scenarios
‘to life’ and introduce the unforeseen. The Experience Designer can
create a platform for discussion about intricate details and give a
glimpse on implications of controversial trends.
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5.2 Conclusion

This research starts from the premise that the generation born in
the 21st century living in a carbon neutral landscape in the year
2040 will look for solitude, exploration and self-reliance due to
nostalgic values of wilderness experiences. Changes in the landscape
can provoke controversy, yet the effects can become approved and
valued over time.
Following the scenarios created in the previous chapters, solitude
can be reached by lowering perception when you are alone, not when
you are totally isolated but reframing it to opening up senses and
being in a reflective state of mind. To get a sense of exploration
you have to give up access to information about an area, prepare
less for the wilderness experience and trust on an abstract or old
fashioned navigation device and your own skillset. Self-reliance
will be a challenge for people in communities with old traditions
that clashes with new policy and regulations. Having looser
regulations and allowing experimentation with biotechnology in
nature can empower these communities.
Since the domain of futures thinking is not populated by designers,
it is of special importance to me as how designers might find a
place in such interdisciplinary teams and how the organizational
levels of these so-called complex experiential structures could
allow designers to participate.
How can experience design be used as way of envisioning for creating
a tangible communication of future experiences of nature?
By creating different forms media and materiality experience design
can provoke uncommon ideas about the future. The practice can help
to envision and communicate complex trends coming together into
tangible scenarios. For experts on topics that are the scenarios
concerned with it can create a different viewpoint, from doubt to
engagement and vice versa.
What is the role of the experience designer in creating possible
futures outside the probable realm?
The experience designer can choose certain scenarios and elaborate
them in ways that were unforeseen by the original creators of the
scenarios. The designer can challenge opinions and could bridge the
gap between experts that hold totally different opinions by creating
ambivalent visions. This could lead to unexpected interdisciplinary
teams working making decisions that have policy and technology
realizations.
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The purpose as an experience designer to create alternative futures
in this project was to shift the perception of natural and
technological developments. To test out how I would see nature blend
in with technology, and if these futures would be accepted by
others. For an experience designer it can be a tool to explore which
directions get most traction with experts and audience, to propose
feasible projects that share the same values as some scenarios.
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